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This book explores the increased necessity of organizations to encourage human talent in the
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Conference on Business and Ethics (GSMAC) organized by Emanuel University of Oradea, this
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transition from low cost of labor to increased human talent in Eastern Europe and offers
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book presents in-depth analysis of the economic, social and religious implications of the
multiple theoretical and practical solutions. In 2004, Klaus Schwab, president and founder of
the World Economic Forum, stated that the old era of capitalism and socialism is being
replaced by a new era of “talentalism”. The true competitive advantage of organizations and
nations is increasingly becoming human talent, defined as the ability to “have new ideas that
have value”. Nations and organizations are exploring ways to reform their education systems
and organizational structures in order to train, foster and encourage human talent. In Eastern
Europe since the fall of communism in 1989, the competitive advantage of the region has
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been low cost of labor.
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